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when it comes to interviews for edi 837 positions there are a few key questions that you can expect to be asked here are a few of the most common questions to help you prepare for your interview 1
what experience do you have with edi 837 2 what are your thoughts on the current state of edi 837 3 in this comprehensive article we ll explore common 837 edi interview questions provide insightful
explanations and offer proven strategies to help you excel understanding the 837 edi transaction set common edi specialist interview questions how to answer them and example answers from a certified
career coach 1 what experience do you have working with edi systems edi or electronic data interchange is a critical component of many businesses and it s important for any potential hire to be
experienced in dealing with edi systems 1 can you describe your experience with electronic data interchange edi systems and standards as an edi coordinator you are expected to have a strong
understanding of various edi systems and standards your potential employer wants to know if you have the technical knowledge and experience to manage and maintain their edi system for various areas
such as finance government health care insurance transportation and others there are approximately 300 different types of x12 edi standards each delegated by a different three digit number may 30
2024 explore frequently asked edi interview questions etactics answered what are 835 and 837 files in healthcare matt moneypenny september 1 2023 recovering revenue from healthcare insurance
providers is one of the most important aspects of running a modern day practice in fact that last sentence alone fuels a 49 6 billion industry today that s expected to grow to 84 1 billion by 2028 in
this article you ll find the most common interview questions with answers for edi specialist get yourself ready for your upcoming interview 6 years ago updated follow when you receive a rejection or
denial from a payer they often speak in terms of loops segments and elements this refers to the coding of the 837 edi file that was sent to them every edi file is different but this article can give you a
general idea of what you re actually looking at the edi 837 q3 can also be used to transmit healthcare claims and billing payment information between payers with different payment responsibilities
where coordination of benefits is required or between payers and regulatory agencies to monitor the rendering billing and or payment of healthcare services within a specific healthcare insurance i what is
the problem healthcare claims start when a healthcare provider seeks to claim monetary compensation from an insurer based on a patient contract the healthcare organization will send an edi an 837
file introduction provides a general description of the 837 professional transaction section 2 describes data exchange options and the relevant inbound and outbound interchange control structures
what revenue cycle issues may be impeding accurate payments to your facility how do you measure and correct breakdowns in the charge capture coding and billing processes are you having any specific
denial issues is it time to reevaluate your payor contracts 1 what is edi the computer to computer electronic exchange of machine processable business documents in a standard format an electronic
alternative to paper fax and phone based transactions used by companies to communicate with one another 2 how does edi work purchase ordering example hiring managers use job interview questions to
learn what kind of employee you ll be including your thoughts on work life balance and working during off hours more companies are testing job applicants to see if they ll work when they re off 1
answers cost approach sales comparison approach and income approach a bank is most likely to use the income approach because it shows what income is generated from the property that can be used to
meet the obligations of the loan less financial analyst program was asked march 3 2010 what is an ebita and what doesn t go into it what is your greatest accomplishment at work have you ever
modified a benefits policy to make your employee compensation plan more competitive what did you do and what changes did you see as a result based on your experience what do you think is key for
developing a good team in the workplace what software systems have you used in past jobs edi 837 interview questions october 8 2022 robby edi basics for how to read healthcare 837 claim and 835
remittance files which software programming languages are you familiar with highlights areas of expertise how do you go about training end users on a system you deployed demonstrates the candidates
training and communication skills 1 define work life balance before asking about work life balance in an interview define what this means for you for some this may include being able to get home early and
cook a dinner for your family while others may want the flexibility to work out during their lunch break a typical 834 document may include the following information subscriber name and identification
plan network identification subscriber eligibility and or benefit information product service identification
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edi 837 interview questions career support

May 04 2024

when it comes to interviews for edi 837 positions there are a few key questions that you can expect to be asked here are a few of the most common questions to help you prepare for your interview 1
what experience do you have with edi 837 2 what are your thoughts on the current state of edi 837 3

mastering the 837 edi interview insights and strategies for

Apr 03 2024

in this comprehensive article we ll explore common 837 edi interview questions provide insightful explanations and offer proven strategies to help you excel understanding the 837 edi transaction set

30 edi specialist interview questions and answers

Mar 02 2024

common edi specialist interview questions how to answer them and example answers from a certified career coach

20 edi analyst interview questions and answers interviewprep

Feb 01 2024

1 what experience do you have working with edi systems edi or electronic data interchange is a critical component of many businesses and it s important for any potential hire to be experienced in dealing
with edi systems

30 edi coordinator interview questions and answers

Dec 31 2023

1 can you describe your experience with electronic data interchange edi systems and standards as an edi coordinator you are expected to have a strong understanding of various edi systems and
standards your potential employer wants to know if you have the technical knowledge and experience to manage and maintain their edi system

top edi interview questions 2024 techgeeknext

Nov 29 2023

for various areas such as finance government health care insurance transportation and others there are approximately 300 different types of x12 edi standards each delegated by a different three digit
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number may 30 2024 explore frequently asked edi interview questions

answered what are 835 and 837 files in healthcare

Oct 29 2023

etactics answered what are 835 and 837 files in healthcare matt moneypenny september 1 2023 recovering revenue from healthcare insurance providers is one of the most important aspects of running a
modern day practice in fact that last sentence alone fuels a 49 6 billion industry today that s expected to grow to 84 1 billion by 2028

15 edi specialist interview questions with example answers

Sep 27 2023

in this article you ll find the most common interview questions with answers for edi specialist get yourself ready for your upcoming interview

how to read an edi 837 file overview therabill

Aug 27 2023

6 years ago updated follow when you receive a rejection or denial from a payer they often speak in terms of loops segments and elements this refers to the coding of the 837 edi file that was sent to
them every edi file is different but this article can give you a general idea of what you re actually looking at

streamline edi 837 institutional claims pilotfish middleware

Jul 26 2023

the edi 837 q3 can also be used to transmit healthcare claims and billing payment information between payers with different payment responsibilities where coordination of benefits is required or between
payers and regulatory agencies to monitor the rendering billing and or payment of healthcare services within a specific healthcare insurance i

healthcare claims the role of 835s and 837s streamline health

Jun 24 2023

what is the problem healthcare claims start when a healthcare provider seeks to claim monetary compensation from an insurer based on a patient contract the healthcare organization will send an edi
an 837 file
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companion guide 837 professional claims and encounters

May 24 2023

introduction provides a general description of the 837 professional transaction section 2 describes data exchange options and the relevant inbound and outbound interchange control structures

835 837 transactions sets for healthcare claims and remittance

Apr 22 2023

what revenue cycle issues may be impeding accurate payments to your facility how do you measure and correct breakdowns in the charge capture coding and billing processes are you having any specific
denial issues is it time to reevaluate your payor contracts

300 top edi interview questions and answers updated

Mar 22 2023

1 what is edi the computer to computer electronic exchange of machine processable business documents in a standard format an electronic alternative to paper fax and phone based transactions used by
companies to communicate with one another 2 how does edi work purchase ordering example

how to answer work life balance interview questions the muse

Feb 18 2023

hiring managers use job interview questions to learn what kind of employee you ll be including your thoughts on work life balance and working during off hours more companies are testing job applicants
to see if they ll work when they re off

financial program analyst interview questions glassdoor

Jan 20 2023

1 answers cost approach sales comparison approach and income approach a bank is most likely to use the income approach because it shows what income is generated from the property that can be used
to meet the obligations of the loan less financial analyst program was asked march 3 2010 what is an ebita and what doesn t go into it

40 interview questions for employee relations indeed

Dec 19 2022
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what is your greatest accomplishment at work have you ever modified a benefits policy to make your employee compensation plan more competitive what did you do and what changes did you see as a
result based on your experience what do you think is key for developing a good team in the workplace what software systems have you used in past jobs

edi 837 interview questions support your career

Nov 17 2022

edi 837 interview questions october 8 2022 robby edi basics for how to read healthcare 837 claim and 835 remittance files which software programming languages are you familiar with highlights
areas of expertise how do you go about training end users on a system you deployed demonstrates the candidates training and communication skills

how to ask about work life balance in an interview

Oct 17 2022

1 define work life balance before asking about work life balance in an interview define what this means for you for some this may include being able to get home early and cook a dinner for your family
while others may want the flexibility to work out during their lunch break

edi 834 benefit enrollment and maintenance specifications

Sep 15 2022

a typical 834 document may include the following information subscriber name and identification plan network identification subscriber eligibility and or benefit information product service identification
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